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The aesthetics of proportion

The universal essence of beauty consists of the resplendence of form on the material parts in
proportion.3 This luminous statement by Albertus Magnus could be chosen as the synthesis of
the aesthetic thought of the thirteenth century, and more generally, of the entire late medieval
period. This kind of thinking was echoed by Robert Grossateste, Bishop of Lincoln, when he
spoke of the perfection of form as the agreement of an object with itself and the harmony of all
its parts among themselves and each with respect to the whole, as well as the harmony of the whole
to its parts.4 Other masters of the scholastic philosophy of the thirteenth century, the aim of
which was to erect the articles of faith on the firm underpinnings of reason, made similar
statements, among them St. Bonaventure, John Peckham and Thomas Aquinas.

Thomas Acquinas built his argument of doctrine on the concept of proportion. The question
of aesthetics was resolved in terms of clarity and and the congruence of all the parts and the
whole: In the essence of beauty...are assembled luminosity and an indispensable proportion.5 He
transferred these categories to the question of ethics (Spiritual beauty consists in the fact that the
behaviour and acts of a person are well-proportioned according to the light of reason 6) as well as that
of knowledge (...sense...like every other faculty of cognition, is a kind of proportion 7).

The whole range of philosophy and science of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries is
centered on the theme of proportional relationships as the origin of unity, coherence and the
intelligibility of the universe and its infinite parts, as these few quotes have indicated.
Proportion governs the phenomena of reality and and informs even the smallest entity, from
the human body to musical harmony, from urban design to architectural space. But the
philosophers and theologians cited above have something else significant in common: they are
all members of the mendicant orders.8 Magnus and Acquinas were Dominicans; Grossateste,
Peckham and Bonaventure were Franciscans (as would be, two centuries later, Luca Pacioli).

Pulchritudo sive proportio. Architecture and
Mathematics  in the Gothic of the Mendicants.1

The whole range of philosophy and science of the Gothic
period centers on the theme of proportional relationships as the
origin of unity, coherence and the intelligibility of the universe
and its infinite parts. From the mendicant orders would come
the major exponents of the scientific philosophy, the
assumptions of which hinged on the principle of proportions.
The city is the theatre where beauty and truth coincide in
celebration of political power founded on a mercantile economy,
justifying at once an ideology and a way of life.

The mathematical essence of the cosmos and the
mathematical essence of building are one. R. Assunto.2

Marcello Spigaroli
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From the mendicant orders would come the major exponents of the scientific philosophy, the
assumptions of which, independent of a neo-Platonic or neo-Aristotlean orientation, hinged
on the principle of proportions.

In the architecture of the thirteenth century we can see the extreme to which this obsession
with the consonatia partium has been carried. Already pervasive in the culture of the early
medieval period, in the later period it reaches its fullest synthesis; expressed variously through
civic values, a concept of the city and a world concept, it was upheld by a theory of space that
stretched from the late 1200s to the last decade of the next century, and would later reemerge
in the speculations of mature humanism and classicism. The mendicant orders were, above
all, the vehicle through which the culture of building was diffused, from its the roots in the
great Cistercian9 tradition –from the poor architecture of the granges to the highly articulate
architecture of the abbey complexes– to its final expression in a civil Gothic architecture.
Angiola Maria Romanini expressed this continuity with great clarity: 

Urban Europe was born in the granges of the abbeys, which, more in their role as
workplaces and schools than as vehicles of philosophic/scientific or religious ideas,
were a meeting point between the Church and the workaday world, and were also
very influential in European technology, especially in science applied to technology.
When we recognize in the municipal palaces of Lombardy... the presence of the
Cistercians, we see not only an aesthetic value, but precise and measurable
relationships. With the Franciscans, this kind of rational and civil Gothic, which
up to that time was not found outside the environment of its function as pure
technology, breaks out into European art...10

The city –every city– is the theatre in which the forms of this rational aesthetic are
produced, where beauty and truth coincide in celebration of political power founded on a
mercantile economy, justifying at once an ideology and a way of life.

The political climate in thirteenth century Piacenza.

In order to understand the significance of the application of the philosophic and aesthetic
canons of the mendicant orders, it is necessary to understand their role in society. The two-
hundred year old conflict between the Holy Roman Emperors and the Popes, representing
supreme secular power on the one hand, and supreme spiritual power on the other, was played
out in Italy between the factions of the Ghibellines, taking the side of the Emperors, and the
Guelphs, taking the side of the Popes. The Italian conflict ended with the battle fought at
Benevento in 1266, in which the Guelphs, led by the French Count Charles of Anjou defeated
the Ghibellines. In Piacenza, the triumph of the Guelphs assured the supremacy of mercantile
associations, who were allied with the mendicant orders. These, in turn, permanently moved
their monasteries to the urban centre, thus becoming protagonists, along with the patricians
and the guilds, in the events of the day.11 The Minorites and the Predicants12 were particularly
intransigent guardians of the orthodox, and with a direct papal mandate, they were the
operative arm of the Inquisition. Not even the highest authorities were immune to their
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attacks: in 1264 the Bishop himself was of accused of excessive condescendence to the
Ghibelline aristocracy.13 Their political power was enormous: they acted as guarantors to the
elections of the Elders; theirs also was the duty of nominating the representatives who in turn
designated the members of the General Council.

The political tensions created by years and years of lacerating warfare were at last mitigated
by the peace agreements with the outgoing Ghibellines, and by the pro tempore Signoria, the
governing body that ruled from 1271 to 1281, its members elected by Charles of Anjou from
the leading Guelphs, in exchange for substantial commercial advantages for these last. Out of
this state of equilibrium arose strong initiatives aimed at achieving a new expression within
the urban fabric of the hegemony of the Guelph government founded on the alliance between
merchants and mendicants.

The convergence of interests between the mendicants and the great families of the nobility
can be confirmed by the formation of the spheres of influence of the four largest families of
the mercantile nobility: the Fontanesi, Landi, Scotti and Anguissola. Elsewhere this
quadripartion has been analyzed with regards to the subdivision of the ecclesiastic precincts as
well as to the administrative districts; for our purposes, it is most significant that this “city of
the Families” has its four poles in four churches: S. Eufemia for the Fonatanesi, S. Antonino
for the Anguissola, S. Giovanni in Canale for the Scotti, and S. Lorenzo for the Landi (Figure
1). It is also significant that the last two churches appertained to the mendicant monasteries
and that their construction, or reconstruction, takes place at the moment when the families
with which they are connected were enjoying political fortune. S. Lorenzo of the Augustinians
was built near the Landi residence in 1261, at the time when Ubertino Landi dominated
Piacenza on behalf of Oberto Pallavicino; S. Giovanni of the Dominicans was altered and
completed ten years later when the Scotti controlled the Society of the Mendicants (and, in
controlling that group, controlled the whole city).

A fifth church, S. Francesco, belongs to the most ambitious chapter of the reform of the urban
structure: the creation of the Piazza Grande (1281) and the new Palazzo Pubblico, home to the
Societas Mercatorum (Society of Merchants) and the municipal magistrature, in the same area
where, three year before, construction began on the church of the Franciscans. S. Francesco was
built on land originally belonging to the Landi that was given to the Minorites. I have elsewhere
expressed my conviction that the donation of the Landi holdings to the friars must not be
interpreted as an act of repentment or reparation (as has been traditional from Campi forward),
but rather as a compensation for the Minorites’ mediation in the delicate negociations for peace.
I would go further here and affirm that the establishment of the Franciscans seat is an organic
part of the Guelph institutions’ plan to transfer the city’s center of gravity. In other words, the
combined political action of the mercatores and the mendicants led to the extraordinary result
of the Piazza Grande, as attested by the fact that both the church of the Minorites as well as the
seat of the municipal government were situated there. The construction of S. Francesco took
place over the objections of the Bishop and the congregation of parish priests (by now we can
understand that their objections are in political terms rather than in spiritual terms). In the
symbolic action of removing the major theatre of public action from the piazza of the Cathedral
to the Piazza Grande, the local Church saw the danger posed by the alliance between the civil
powers and the ecclesiastic components loyal to the Roman Curate.
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Only in this context is it possible to comprehend the celebration of the founding of the
Palazzo Pubblico on 12 May 1281, officiated by the Minorites rather than by the bishop or his
representative, at which were present the Podestà, a kind of Lord Chief Justice, and the Captain
of the Societas Mercatorum. Thus it is possible to say that the project for the Piazza Grande
begins neither with the demolition of the buildings about the site nor with the construction of
the Palazzo Pubblico, but rather with the construction work on the monastery of S. Francesco.

Actually, the Franciscans were the last of the mendicant orders to find a collocation within
the city walls of Piacenza. The first to situate themselves permanently were the Dominicans
of S. Giovanni in Canale (1219). More than 40 years later they were followed by the
Augustinians of S. Lorenza a Porta Nuova (1261), while the Minorites were gathered at the
southern rim of the city, in a coenobium from which rose the convent of the Poor Clares, a
Franciscan order of nuns. Their presence there dates from 1229. In spite of their being newly
located within the city walls, the transfer of the permanent headquarters within the walls
placed the Franciscans at once in a privileged position, not only with respect to the public
spaces and the main urban functions, but with respect to the other mendicant orders as well:
the Dominicans to the west; the Augustinians to the East; and later in the fourteenth century,
the Carmelites to the north and the Humiliati to the south.

In consequence of the emerging architectural forms (the mendicant churches and the Palazzo
Pubblico), there followed a strong emphasis on the unity and the centeredness of the forma urbis.
Both the disposition of the nuclei of the monasteries and their individual architectures were
ordered by rigorously mathematical thought. Studies of various cities of central and northern
Italy have shown that, on the level of urban design, there was a unequivocal logic underlying the
distribution of the buildings: the monasteries are located in the cities at different times, but
according to a certain recognizable geometry. In Siena, Modena and Cortona, for instance, the
buildings are located at the vertices of a triangle, while in Gubbio they are located on orthogonal
axes. Almost always the center of the regulating figure coincides with an building of great
institutional significance: sometimes it is the cathedral, but more often it is the domus populi or
municipal building, a fact that confirms the alliance between the mendicants and the mercantile
government. In the particular case of Piacenza, the seats of the three principle orders are arranged
according to an east-west tangent to the Palazzo Pubblico, the middle one of which --
underlining its privileged status -- is the church of S. Francesco (see Figure 1).

The ideal structure

From a spatial point of view, the interrelatedness of individual parts of the buildings results
in a masterful demonstration of rhythm, in which modularity and proportion are
harmoniously interwoven to produce in the geometry the kind of musical values that two
centuries later would influence the theory of the Renaissance.

The buildings of all the mendicant orders share a certain proportional criteria, in spite of
differences in functional and geographical considerations. In the Piacentine churches of S.
Lorenzo (Figure 2), the restructured S. Giovanni (Figure 3) and S. Francesco (Figure 4),
identical systems of modulation applied to plan and elevation may be found.14 Analogous
partitionings of space based on a square or an isosceles triangle may be found in the
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Figure. 1. 
Plan of Piacenza. A) Piazza Grande with the Palazzo Pubblico (now called “il Gotico”, the seat of the

municipality); B) S. Francesco; C) S. Antonino; D) S. Giovanni in Canale; E) S. Eufemia; F) S.
Lorenzo; G) the Duomo or Cathedral.

Figure 2. 
S. Lorenzo, Piacenza. Plan.
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Figure 4. 
S. Francesco, Piacenza. Plan.

Figure 3. 
S. Giovanni in Canale, Piacenza. Plan.
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mendicant architecture of many other cities, as for instance in the classic Florentine examples
of S. Croce and S. Maria Novella (Figure 5 and Figure 6).

The Franciscan church in Piacenza is a sapient ad quadratum composition (Figure 4). In
plan, each bay of the nave describes a perfect square, while the bays are half-squares in the side
aisles. A square module completely orders the arrangement of the building in plan, and extends
to the elevations as well. Individual parts of the building correspond to each other and to the
module, its subdivisions and multiples, thus making evident the rules of proportion. The whole
is related to the parts and vice versa, as Grossateste said should be the case, and harmonic
beauty is transformed into the origin of consciousness. Further, S. Francesco in Piacenza
adheres to a particular model that recalls a plan with an ambulatory, orienting the spaces of the
western body of the church towards the center of the presbytery, the visual and ideal focus of
the nave. The combination of a central plan with a longitudinal plan reveals the intent to refer
symbolically to to an anthropomorphic pattern, which will be found explicitly in the masters
of the Renaissance, especially in the work of Francesco di Giorgio. This underlines the strong
humanistic component of the aesthetic vision of the late medieval period.15

This kind of thinking is not limited to religious architecture, because all monumental
building of the thirteenth century are influenced by the same concept of proportion. The public
buildings of the period provide the most convincing proof. The facade of the Piacentine Palazzo
Pubblico stretches above the new piazza like a giant stage curtain, mirroring the city itself, with
crenellations, gates and cornices, and its materials and ornaments all composed in a geometric-
modular fabric that is taken to the limits of perfection (Figure 7). The canon of proportion
dominates the elevation, assuring both unity and eurythmy: the facade, beneath its crenellated
crown, is contained in a rectangle, the sides of which are in the proportion 1:2 (double square).
The module corresponds to the width of the pilaster of the portico.16 The width of each arch is
two modules. The base of the facade (6 pilasters + 5 arches) is therefore equal to 16 modules,
and the height –one-half the base– is equal to 8 modules. The cornice of the pilasters is 2
modules above the base, and the upper limit of the stone facing is at 5 modules.

Further, in the partitioning of the facade, the horizontal division between the upper part of
the facade in terracotta and the lower part that is faced with stone is equal to the golden
section of the total height. Thus appears an explicit reference to the supreme harmonic
proportional, with all its implications, in a continuity of tradition stretching along the course
of western history from the school of Pythagoras to the “new science”. In the medieval period
both the esoteric-Masonic school of the medieval master builders and the theory of scholastic
philosophy that finds its application in the sacred and civil architecture refer to this patrimony
of thought. The identity of form and harmony place the Piacentine Palazzo among the highest
expressions of European Gothic architecture, along with other coeval broletti or Courts of
Justice of other cities, among them, just a few years later, Florence. It also confirms its
belonging to the same aesthetic-ideologic category as the mendicant architecture.

Piacenza in the Italian context

The theme of the transfer of the Bernardine/mendicant building experience to the
repertoire of civil architecture, especially in the cases of important cities such as Padua (home
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Figure 5. 
S. Croce, Florence. Plan (after Guidoni).

Figure 6. 
S. Maria Novella, Florence. Section (after Fanelli).
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of Fra Giovanni degli Eremitani, an Augustinian) and Parma (home of the fratres de laboreris,
who were Minorites) was taken up by Giovanna Valenzano.17 To the examples she cites may
be added others, among them Fra Olivero da Sestri Ponente and the Palazzo del Capitano in
Genoa. Even more significant is Fra Bevignate of Perugia, who mediated between the Council
of Perugia and Charles of Anjou in order to obtain the services of Arnolfo di Cambio. Arnolfo
di Cambio –who few doubt was formed by the Cistercians– performed his tasks as architect
(and as sculptor, in the mendicant churches of Orvieto, Viterbo and Perugia) within this
political and cultural universe and in full resonance with it. The paradigm of organic adhesion
to a program both operative and intellectual is, as we know, Florence, with all the
monumental architecture, sacred and civil, that was produced according to Arnolfo’s projects.

In the second half of the thirteenth century, there are certain significant analogies between
Florence and Piacenza. In both cases, Guelph governments arose out of the political and material
ruins of the Ghibelline patricians; their exponents financed the anti-imperial expeditions of
Charles of Anjou; they appeased the ruling Signoria and reinforced ties to the Roman Curia;
they were the cardinal points of culture and municipal politics. Above all, in both cases –in
Piacenza in 1281, and in Florence in 1296–they activated an operative plan of vast proportions
to reform the overall balance of the city: in each, a new piazza was realized, at least in part, on
the ruins of Ghibelline buildings and, in the same general time frame, the palazzo pubblico was
constructed (and in Piacenza, in substantially the same place) as the Franciscan church. In the
case of the Florence, there are no doubts that the technical director of the Florentine program is
Arnolfo di Cambio, but in the case of Piacenza the only certainties are about the political
promoter of the plan, Alberto Scotti, while the technical director remain unknown.

Conclusions

Rather than limit myself to posing the questions, my speculation is that in Piacenza, as in
Florence and other cities, the single urban project should be attributed to a single technical
intelligence. Isn’t it possible that the project was guided by, or even conceived by, the
mendicants? Why, after all, shouldn’t one speculate about the possibility that, in the context of
the Guelph political universe and its Roman and French vertices, there was a general program
of urban renovation, in which the architecture of the new mercantile, pro-Papal order were
designed by architects formed in the workshops/schools of the Cistercians and mendicants on
the basis of theoretics nourished by the proportional aesthetics of scholastic philosophy?

It is clear that this argument has a wide horizon, but unfortunately all too narrow a range
of historians, much narrower than those who have dedicated themselves to the Renaissance,
have dedicated themselves to this question. What remains, irrefutable, is the architecture itself.
A careful reading of the architecture testifies clearly to the culture of an epoch in which the
rational vision of the world is expressed through a beauty intended as admirable, perfect,
indeed “divine”, proportion.

Translated by Kim Williams.
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Figure 7. 
Palazzo Pubblico, Piacenza. Modular and proportional schemes of the facade. Module “m”

corresponds to the Piacentine trabucco (282 cm).

Notes

1. A previous version of this paper was published as “Pulchritudo sive proportio. Architettura e matematica nel
gotico mendicante” in La Basilica di S. Francesco in Piacenza (Parma:La Pilotta Editrice, 1998), pp.153-166.

2. Enciclopedia Universale dell’Arte (Novara: I.G. De Agostini, 1984), xiv, p. 93.
3. “Ratio pulchri in universali consistit in resplendentia formae super partes materiae proportionatas.” Albertus

Magnus, Super dionysium de divinis nominibus, iv, 72, quoted in Umberto Eco, Arte e bellezza nell’estetica
medievale (Milan: Bompiani, 1967), pp. 35-36.

4. “Est autem pulchritudo concordia et convenientia sui ad se et omnium suarum partium singularium ad seipsas
et ad se invicem ad totum harmonia, et ipsius totius ad omnes.” Alberto Magnus, Super dionysium de divinis
nominibus, iv, 72, quoted in Eco, op. cit., p. 61.

5. “...ad rationem pulchri...concurrit et claritas et debita proportio.” Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologica, ii-ii,
145, 2, quoted in R. Assunto, La critica d’arte nel pensiero medievale, (Milan: Il Saggiatore, 1961) p. 244.

6. “...pulchritudo spiritualis in hoc consistit quod conversatio hominis sive actio ejus sit ben broportionata
secundum spiritualem rationis claritatem.” Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologica, ii-ii, 145, 2, quoted in Eco,
op. cit., p. 116.

7. “...nam et sensus ratio qaedam est, et omnis virtus cognoscitiva.” Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologica., 1, 5,
4, ad1, quoted in R. Assunto, op. cit., p. 244. Cf. also E. Battisti, L’antirinascimento, vol. 2 (Milan: Garzanti,
1989), chap. 1, p. 535; Umberto Eco, op. cit., p. 108; E. Guidoni, Storia dell’urbanistica. Il Duecento, (Bari,
Laterza, 1989) pp. 320-321.

8. The so-called mendicant orders were monastic orders such as the Dominicans, Franciscans, Carmelites and
Augustinians, which were forbidden to own property and were required to subsist upon alms.

9. The Cistercians were a stricter branch of the Benedictine Order, established in France in 1098.
10. Cf. Angiola Maria Romanini, “La cattedrale gotica: il caso di Arnolfo in S. Maria del Fiore,” Storia dell’arte

italiana (Turin: Einaudi, 1983), vol. 5, pp. 39-40.
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11. For the history of Piacenza, cf. P. Castignoli, “Il comune podestarile,” Storia di Piacenza (Piacenza: Casa di
Risparmio di Piacenza, 1984), vol. 2, pp. 259-276; M. Spigaroli, “Tempio francescano, palazzo pubblico,
piazza della città: Piacenza alla fine del xiii secolo,” Storia della città, 26/27 (special issue containing the Acts
of the Congress “I francescani in Emilia,” Piacenza, 17-19 February 1983), pp. 149-153; M. Spigaroli, “Civiltà
mercantile e spazio cittadino. Le stagioni dell’epopea comunale in Piacenza,” Piacenza. La città e le piazza.
(Piacenza: T.E.P., 1999); P. Racine, “Una grande figura di Signore Italiano: Alberto Scotto (1252?-1318),”
Bollettino Storico Piacentino, July-December 1984, pp. 150-151; P. Racine, “La signoria di Alberto Scotti,”
Storia di Piacenza, vol.2, pp. 331-346.

12. The Minorites were a serving branch of the Franciscans; the Predicants or “preaching friars” were Dominicans.
13. Bishops were often appointed by the Emperor, rather than the Pope. The Emperor treated the bishops as any

other vassal, affording protection and wealth in return for sworn allegience. Thus bishops often were only
formally allied with the Roman Curia and were often seen as representing the interests of the Ghibellines rather
than the Guelphs.

14. For examinations of proportion and modularity in Italian and Piacentine architecture, cf. P. Mutti and S.
Lecce, “La città gotica: Piacenza (xiii-xv sec),” Ph.D. thesis, Facoltà di Architettura, Politecnico di Milano,
1991; E. Guidoni, “Ritmo e proporzione,” Arte e urbanistica in Toscana (Rome: Bulzoni, 1970); G. Fanelli,
Firenze: Architettura e città (Florence: Vallecchi, 1983), especially p. 11; G. De Angelis D’Ossat, “Proporzioni
e accorgimenti visuali negli interni,” Francesco d’Assisi, Chiese e conventi (Milan: Electa, 1982), pp. 150-161.

15. “...l’omo, chiamato piccolo mondo, in sé tutte le generali perfezioni del mondo contiene...Onde con grande
ragione lo artefice umano debba qualunque suo artificiato, da quello come da suo esempio, pigliare la forma
in quelle cose che a lui in alcuna parte si possono assimilare...” [“...man, as a miniature world, contains in
himself all the general perfections of the world...With great reason the human artificer ought to take for his
own creations his own forms, so that (his creations) may resemble him”]. Cf. Francesco di Giorgio Martini,
Trattato di architettura, ingegneria e arte militare, C. Maltese, ed. (Milan: Il Polifilo, 1967), vol. iii. But Albertus
Magnus was no less explicit with regards to pulchritudo corporis: “l’essenza universale della bellezza esige la
reciproca proporzione di ciò che equivale (alle membra del corpo). Siano esse parti o principi o qualunque altra
cosa su cui risplenda la luminosità della forma” [“the universal essence of beauty requires reciprocal proportions
to its equivalent (to the members of the body). Whether they are part or the whole or whatever else on which
the luminosity of the forms shines”]. Cf. Magnus, Super Dionysium de divinis nominibus, iv, 72 and 76, quoted
in Eco, op.cit., p. 36.

16. In terms of numerical dimensions, the module measures 282 centimeters, equal to the Piacentine trabucco,
which is a multiple of the antique Lombard braccio da muro. The architectonic module, in this case, is equal
to the unit of measure.

17. Cf. G. Valenzano, “La chiesa di S. Francesco di Piacenza: una traccia per la costruzione edilizia,” La basilica di
S. Francesco in Piacenza (Parma:La Pilotta Editrice, 1998), pp. 173-193.
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